
From Vision to Action, Africa’s Next Chapter

Most African countries demonstrated greater than expected 
resilience during the global economic crisis and the IMF is 
forecasting strong growth of 4.3% in 2010 and 5.3% in 2011, 
which again places Africa as one of the fastest-growing regions 
in the world. However, African leaders will continue to face 
heightened exposure to global risks such as prolonged global 
financial market instability, commodity price volatility affecting 
food and energy access, and the reality of climate change. 
Under the thematic pillar Shaping Africa’s Role in the New Reality 
the meeting will explore how the African continent can take 
on a leadership role in the new reality and guard against newly 
emerging global and regional risks.

Over the past decade, Africa’s GDP growth topped the global 
average. This has largely been enabled by improved political and 
macroeconomic stability, strengthened political commitment to 
private sector investment and steps to improve access to basic 
education and social services. The thematic pillar Fostering 
Africa’s New Champions of Growth will discuss how Africa 
can further attract global and regional investment, and sustain 
its growth path through greater industrial diversification and 
innovation.

It is widely acknowledged that positive GDP growth does not 
necessarily equate to widespread socio-economic development. 
The translation of growth into inclusive development will 
depend largely on the leadership capacity and political will of its 
governing institutions to direct taxes, profits and donor funds 
to much-needed infrastructure investment, better urban design 
and critical health and education services. However, inclusive 
development is not only about strengthening institutions; it is 
about creating a broad and sustained basis for growth through 
effective partnerships with business and civil society, as well as 
the empowerment of small and medium enterprises that remain 
the main providers of income. In its third thematic track Building 
Partnerships for Inclusive Development the meeting will explore 
how inclusive growth can be fostered through partnerships and 
the promotion of Africa’s small and medium enterprises.
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The meeting agenda will integrate these key issues under three 
thematic pillars:

Shaping Africa’s Role in the New Reality

How can African economies mitigate exposure to commodity 
price volatility? How can the continent strengthen its 
representation and negotiation capacity on global platforms such 
as COP 17 and the G20? How can regional integration and the 
deepening of South-South relations become an engine of growth 
and development? How can Africa’s emerging economies tap into 
global financial markets while guarding against excessive capital 
flows? How can Africa take decisive action to mitigate the effects 
of climate change?

Fostering Africa’s New Champions of Growth 

What are the drivers of Africa’s competitiveness in a post-crisis 
global economy? What sectors and markets pose the greatest 
opportunities both to regional and multinational enterprises? 
How can Africa accelerate growth through greater industrial 
diversification? What innovative and entrepreneurial lessons drive 
Africa’s fastest-growing companies? How can Africa’s emerging 
economies build capacity in science, technology and innovation 
to move up the value chain? How can business and government 

jointly tackle corruption and create a more conducive climate for 
investment and growth?

Building Partnerships for Inclusive Development

How can inclusive growth be put at the heart of a sustainable 
development agenda? How can African countries build a 
new generation of responsible, public sector leaders? How 
can government and business work together to distribute 
more equitably the benefits from Africa’s wealth in natural 
resources? How are the half-billion women in Africa driving 
trends in the consumer and financial industries across Africa? 
What investments and partnerships are necessary to realize 
the potential of agriculture as a driver of poverty alleviation and 
growth? How can social and economic costs resulting from failing 
states, cross-border violence, organized crime and illicit trade be 
mitigated? How can Africa nurture and benefit from the intellectual 
capital of its young population?

The World Economic Forum on Africa is a unique opportunity to 
bring together government, business and civil society leaders 
passionate about Africa’s future. Please send any comments, 
ideas and suggestions to africa@weforum.org.

Executive Summary

 Now the world understands you can’t export 
development to Africa, you have to work with Africa’s own 
institutions if you want to support the continent in a 
positive way.
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